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Shampoo Planet book. Read reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Tyler Johnson is a year-old MTV
child. Once a baby raised in a h.

This is a coming-of-age story where the protagonist is a little older than the normal teenager; maybe this is
another difference in our modern world of privilege. For me this book was a complete failure, which was
unexpected - I've read five other Coupland novels and always got something worthwhile out of them.
Coupland was brilliant and seeing the world that was coming as it was forming. Equally symbolic is Tyler's
consuming passion for good shampoo. He has solidly first world problems. From Calgary Herald September
19, by Sheldon Alberts With his wildly successful first novel, Generation X, Douglas Coupland established
himself as a perceptive chronicler of the identity struggle of today's youth. In this book he d I found it very
difficult to relate to the protagonist of this, Coupland's second novel. They share a phrase "Earth to Janine"
whenever she gets a bit too new age. Hair is a statement of intent and personality, almost like a calling card.
But his basic greed is offset by an inherited love for the forests, blue sky, sunshine and all things natural and
beautiful. He dreams of a job for a multi-national in Seattle, the kind of life that will eventually come his way
and is model for Coupland's later Bright Young Geeks' novel "Microserfs. She hid fruits and snacks to eat and
a lot of other stuff to. That's fine for readers seeking witticisms with which to define a generation but it's
bothersome for those of us who enjoy a good tale too. His poetry collection "Playing Solitaire for Money" was
published by Salt in  However, they do not have experience with leaders who show care for other people.
Inspiration[ edit ] It's about a group I call the Global Teens. Good hair is god in this image-is-everything world
- flash over substance. His American teens interrailing are more believable than Franzen's character in a
gangster Lithuania in "The Corrections", and indeed, the great thing about Coupland's book is how well he
writes about the young people who are his protagonists. He has been to Europe, and has a secret. He was quite
a good artist, for he earned a solo art show at the Vancouver Art Gallery. They're all under 25 and their
greatest tribal identifier is great hair and great clothes. They are quite wealthy, but they will not share their
wealth with their family members. I still remember a time when society cared about other people. With a
dropout hippy father more later and a deadbeat partner or ex-partner, the book starts with Janine throwing out
the useless Dan , its no wonder that Tyler is a bit more of a pragramatist. Stephanie is Tyler's secret shame
from Europe, as he had a summer relationship with her. Maya comes threw these places with many thing
happening to her and people she knows Free Essays Must Be Free! TM Shampoo Planets Book Report Essay
While the free essays can give you inspiration for writing, they cannot be used 'as is' because they will not
meet your assignment's requirements. One such writer is Douglas Coupland. Older people have to somehow
convince young people that better things are possible. And fever doesn't equal plague; and plagues are not
often random in its scope. Our protagonist Tyler is a bright kid. In this day and age, movies are made with the
idea to make more and more sequels after them He is ambitious - he wants to follow all the rules of the
American dream in order to lead a comfortable, consumer lifestyle with good hair. Rader discusses the history
of baseball and how it developed to present day. He returns to Terminaldeclineville I fail to remember the
name Coupland actually uses and pretends nothing happened. He calls his mother by her first name, Jasmine.
Tyler has just returned from an adventure interrailing round Europe, before he finishes his college course and
goes and gets a sensible job in hotel management or something similar. It should be noted, early on within this
report that, literary works on the history of the Caribbean or slavery for a matter of fact, was done by
Europeans. But there's nothing in these kids' databases to show that there are other options, that it wasn't
always dog eat dog. The Germans were too powerful.


